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Announcement 
 

First and foremost, we want to thank the editors of the Open Access Journal for their hard work. Organic chemistry refers to 

the analysis of organic compounds. An Indian journal has teamed up with more than 50 eminent Editors to publish high- 

quality papers in the field of organic chemistry. We use an Editorial Tracking System, which is an online manuscript 

submission, inspection, and tracking system, to ensure consistency in the peer review process. Before being published by the 

publisher, any citable manuscript must be reviewed by at least two independent reviewers; review processing is performed by 

members of the Journal's editorial board or outside experts. Authors will submit manuscripts to the method and monitor their 

progress, with the aim of having them written. As you are all aware, we are extremely thankful for the indispensable 

contributions of our board members to both our robust companion audit framework and the vital progress of the Journal we 

distribute. The Journal is made up of global experts in similar logical distributions. To ensure delivery consistency, all 

submitted papers go through several stages. The compositions are audited in the same way as other documents are. The 

almost infinite supply of paper provides a starting point for screening. In either case, two free references are included with the 

appropriate posts. Editor-in-Chief The Leader, who is in charge of making a final decision, considers the comments of the 

arbitrators. Giving timely and positive feedback to our respected creators remains a top priority so that their art can be made 

accessible to the rest of the world on time. The COVID19 epidemic has wreaked havoc around the world, posing problems 

for everyone. Several researchers and technicians are also struggling with problems such as laboratory closures and online 

teaching while also dealing with the impact of the pandemic situation on their daily lives. Some of the editors, reviewers, and 

contributors of a variety of publications are also doctors fighting the pandemic. As a result, delays are unavoidable during 

this pandemic, and we would like to express our gratitude. Our Editors and Editorial Advisory Board must discuss the themes 

we distribute as well as represent the countries from which our submissions are submitted. Furthermore, our journal has aided 

early-career researchers. Researchers/Scientists/Authors are invited to submit their CV and research interests to join the 

Editorial Board, where they will collaborate closely with the Editors and Reviewers to ensure a high-quality and timely 

review process. 

 

Please submit your updated CV, research interests, biography, and recent photograph (JPG) to E-mail: 

organicchemistry@tradescience.org if you are interested in joining our Editorial Board. The editors are looking forward to 

working with the newcomers over the next few years. I cordially welcome all members of our board of directors, as well as 

those who have chosen to join our esteemed group of researchers. 
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